I n 1692, a problem was proposed by Viviani, (Act. Erud. Lips.) to the geometricians of his time, in which it was required to separate from the surface of a sphere, such portions, that what remained should be quadrable.
In the second volume of the Memoirs of the National Insti tute, M. Bossut announces a theorem relative to the solidity of a sphere, very simple, he says, and as remarkable as Viviani's, but depending on an integration much more complicated: the theorem is this.
" If a sphere be pierced perpendicularly to the plane of one of its great circles, by two cylinders of which the axes pass through the middle points of two radii that compose a diameter of this great circle, the two portions, thus taken away from the whole solidity of the sphere, leave a remainder equal to twoninths of the cube of the sphere's diameter."
M. Bossut withholds the analysis that led to this result. I have obtained it in the subjoined process, in which the integra tion is not at all more complicated than what is used in the solution of the Florentine problem.
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Let
x, y , £ be three rectangular co-ordinates, that determine the position of any particle of a solid body relatively to any three fixed axes, then the element of the solidity may be repre sented by the paralellopiped z y x ; hence, s ( which triple integral must be taken first relatively to suppo sing y and x constant; next, relatively toy, supposing x constant, having previously substituted in the function of for , its va lue in terms of x and y ; and, lastly, relatively to , having previously substituted in the function ofy, fory, its value in terms of x. The order of these integrations may be varied at pleasure.
In the present case, let the origin of the co-ordinates be the centre of the sphere; then s = f f f z y = f f -and, if the integral be taken from the plane of x and y, where z = o, to the surface of the sphere, where z = = / / z 'y x ; but the equation to the surface of the sphere is -s / r% --y 4 = o;
W ithout the aid of some transformation, it would be extremely difficult to find the value of this double integral: the trans formation is to be effected in the following manner.
In the expression z* x y 9 suppose first x = funct.
then, regarding y as constant, x = | -r-j £ z' =e= ^-J ^ y ;
and, when its integral is to be taken relatively to the value of hence, ( j must be determined from the equations * = ( 4-) o ' -f-|iK -
The preceding transformation is general, whatever functions of ^ and 9, x and y are. To obtain a particular solution in the present case, let the co-ordinates x and y be transformed into a radius vector £, and an angle 9, which £ makes with x \ X = £ cos. 0 y = £ sin. 0 and s/x* -}-y * = " and s = J ^ *n w^ch expression -iZli . Q is the ele ment of the solidity insisting on that part of the plane of which is included between the circumference of the circle whose ra dius is r, and the curve whose nature is determined by the relation existing between x and y, or f and In the present problem, this latter curve is given to be a semi circle described on ra s a diameter; hence, as ^ is a from an extremity of this diameter to the circumference, ma king an angle 9 with the diameter, we have, by similar figures, tang. 9 ( t) = .
-" but 9 assigning certain Portions of a Sphere.
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of the semicircle: hence, for the whole sphere, S s -!2L1 LL = \ x (2 r ) 3= (diameter)3, which is the result the theorem announces.
The transformation* of
%' x y into %' ^ Q, in the present case, may be avoided by originally taking the element of the solidity differently; thus, if a be the incremental arc de scribed with radius £, the element of the solidity = g (since * :9 ::
2. The intersection of the surfaces of the cylinder and sphere is a curve of double curvature, of which the two equations are T 1 y = (r x -P ) 2 and z = (r4 -r and hence it appears, tha the same curve may likewise be formed by the intersection of the surfaces of two cylinders, one perpendicular to the plane of x and y on a circular base, the other perpendicular to the plane of x and z on a parabolic base. r / 2 ); hence, if an ellipse be described, of which the semiaxes are the radius (r) of a great circle of the sphere, and the side of a square inscribed in that great circle, then the length of the curve line which is the intersection of the cylinder with the surface of the hemisphere, is equal half the periphery of the ellipse. \ / I l + l * ; whence the integral,
